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AN APPROACH TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NONLINEAR DYNAMIC MODEL
PROCESS CUTTING FOR DIAGNOSIS CONDITION OF TOOLS
Annotation. The features of the use of the theory of integral series in applied problems of identification of nonlinear dynamic
systems in the field of diagnosing the state of cutting tools are considered. The prospects for developing a method for estimating the
states of cutting tools based on indirect measurements using integral non-parametric dynamic models based on experimental inputoutput data using test pulse effects on the cutting system are substantiated. This approach allows increasing the efficiency of diagnosis by reducing the amount of calculations, as well as, the reliability of the diagnosis by simultaneously taking into account the
nonlinear and inertial properties of the system in integrated non-parametric dynamic models. In addition, the models in question are
capable of describing faults caused by both changes in the system parameters and its structure, as well as can be used in test and
functional diagnostics.
A method has been developed for building information models of cutting tool states based on indirect measurements using test
pulse effects on a cutting system in the form of loads with impacts and recording system responses, on the basis of which information
models are built in the form of multidimensional transition functions.
A block diagram of the organization of the experiment “input-output” in the framework of the problem of diagnosing the state
of the tool under the conditions of pulse effects on the cutting system to obtain the primary diagnostic information is proposed. The
methods of forming test pulse loads of the cutting system by successive insertion of the cutting tool into the work piece with different
cutting depths, with variable feed and with variable cutting duration are considered.
The computational experiment demonstrates the advantages of information models in the form of multidimensional transition
functions for modeling nonlinear dynamic systems in problems of diagnosing the states of cutting tools. It has been established that
multidimensional second-order transition functions can be used as an effective source of primary data in the construction of automated technical diagnostics systems.
Keywords: nonlinear dynamic systems; multidimensional transition functions; identification; information models; technical diagnostics

Introduction
Production systems of the CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing) level, the corresponding
methods and technologies are finding more and
more widespread use in modern machine-building
[1]. With the increasing complexity of modern
means of production and the conditions of their exploitation to the quality of the cutting tool (CT) used
in flexible manufacturing modules.
Therefore, there is an obvious need to develop
new methods and systems for monitoring and diagnosing CT states [2].
To ensure the high quality of production processes in modern metal-cutting machines, the method
of direct monitoring of the condition of the cutting
tool wearing using vision systems is used [2-4].
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The processing of a sequence of images of wear
zones of tools coming from the system of technical
vision, requires a very significant expenditure of
time and computational resources on preliminary
data processing to increase their quality, contours
and textures selection of wearing zones. On the basis
of the processed images, information models are
formed and classifiers are built.
The time factor for constructing models for diagnostic tasks is essentially weighing, since the
processing speed on metal-cutting machines is constantly increasing.
At the same time, the intensity of wearing processes is increases.
Therefore, a significant investment of time for
data processing and diagnosis can lead to a delay in
decision making.
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To increase the efficiency of diagnostics, methods are used that develop the approach of direct control of the states of CT, for example, reduction of
feature space [5-9]. At the same time, operations of
processing visual data remain the slowest link in
automated technical diagnostics systems (ASTD)
with direct control of the sequence of images of CT.
Therefore, methods of indirect control and diagnostics of the state of tools become more promising.
Formulation of the problem
In modern technological processes, machining
operations take place, the specificity of which leads
to the appearance of periodic “shock” loads on the
cutting part of the CT. An example would be the
operation of the so-called “shock” turning [10], during which the front surface of the cutting part of the
cutter periodically perceives the “shock” load.
The specific conditions of using CT, periodic
dynamic loads determine a number of features of the
wear of such tools. There is the appearance of defects such as microcracks and microscopes on the
cutting edges.
To date, there are no adequate models of the
cutting process that take into account nonlinear dynamics. Therefore, there is a need to develop methods for the identification of non-linear cutting systems with dynamic “shock” loads for subsequent use
in technical diagnostics systems.
Analysis of recent research and publications
Today, in flexible manufacturing modules,
three groups of control methods are used: direct,
indirect, and combined [2; 3].
From the literature on technical diagnostics
such diagnostic methods as functional, test and
combined are known [2; 3].
When implementing direct methods of control
and test diagnostics, the object of analysis is directly
the cutting part (CP) of the instrument. Measurements, as a rule, are made during the interruption of
machining in a special control position of the machine or in an instrumental store of flexible manufacturing modules.
Touch sensors are used that periodically determine the spatial position of top of worn tool or a
system of technical vision, providing periodic recording of images of wear zones with an estimate of
their change over time [2-4; 11].
Known indirect methods of control and diagnostics of CT [2; 12-20], based on measurements of
torque, cutting power, components of cutting forces,
acoustic emission, dimensions and roughness of the
machined surface of the part and etc.
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Applied to the CT, functional diagnostics is carried out in the process of machining, when the tool
experiences only working influences in the cutting
system. The corresponding signals are recorded by
indirect control methods. Test diagnostics of CT
states provides for the formation of test effects on
the instrument.
Combined diagnosis of CT is concluded in the
application of both working and test influences on
the instrument. Its advantage is the use of heterogeneous signs, which provides a comprehensive assessment of the state of the CT.
In flexible manufacturing modules, very high
cutting speeds are used [13; 14; 18], which leads to
an increase in the wear of the CT and a reduction in
their working life. Accordingly, there is a need to
reduce the time spent on the processes of monitoring
and diagnosing CT, otherwise the corresponding
control actions on the technological system will be
carried out with a delay. For example, with all the
advantages and high accuracy of recording the size
and shape of CT wear zones using technical vision
systems [2-4], registration, processing and recognition of corresponding digital images is associated
with significant time costs.
The research conducted by the authors showed
that a very promising method of indirect control (respectively, functional and test diagnostics) of tools
under roughing and semi-finishing machining is the
method of estimating the response of the cutting system to periodic “shock” loads of CT [2].
The aim of the work is to build a non-linear
dynamic model of the cutting process, obtained on
the basis of input-output experiment data using test
impulses on the cutting system.
To achieve the goal identified the following
tasks.
1. Analysis of the problem of constructing
nonlinear continuous dynamic models of CT in the
systems of technical diagnostics and the substantiation of information models for the primary description of objects of various natures based on multidimensional transition functions (MTF).
2. Development of a method for identifying CT
states on the basis of indirect measurements by using
test pulse effects on the cutting system in the form of
loads with “shocks” and recording system responses,
on the basis of which information models are built in
the MTF as a diagnostic source information. Such a
method, in contrast to the existing ones, makes it
possible to simultaneously take into account the
nonlinear and inertial properties of the CT, to increase the efficiency of building information models
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and the accuracy of diagnosis using the obtained
models.
The object of research is the process of identifying continuous dynamic systems.
The subject of research is the methods of identification of nonlinear dynamic cutting systems under
pulsed loads.
Research methods
Theoretical studies are based on the theory of
nonparametric identification, modeling of nonlinear
dynamic systems, and functional analysis for building information models based on the MTF.
To filter out the noise of the measured signal,
elements of the theory of wavelet transforms are
used.
To solve applied problems of modeling, elements of the theory of computational experiments
are used.
Experimental studies were carried out on a universal milling machine tool mod. 675P. Samples
were processed (specify dimensions) of gray cast
iron with end mill tools. To simulate the step loading
of the cutting system, i.e. the formation of pulsed
impacts on it was carried out short-time incisions of
the CT into the work piece and the registration of
responses of the cutting system to these impacts.
Development of a mathematical model
based on integrate series
Conversion of input vector X=(x1, x2 ,..., xG)
into the output vector Y=(y1,y2,...,yµ) at any time t
i.e. A mathematical model of a nonlinear dynamic
object can be represented in general form using the
operator A (t)
Y(t)=A (t)[X( )],

(1)

where:
t

t,

;

= [t0,t]

t=

output signals in an explicit form, when the solution
of differential equations is not required. This representation, which takes into account the nonlinear and
dynamic properties of an object, is a description
based on the expansion of the operator A (t) into an
integral series [21-24].
For a wide class of nonlinear dynamical systems, the dependence between the action of X(t) and
the reaction Y(t) in explicit form can be represented
by a functional power (integral) series by Volterra
[25-30].
The input – output ratio for continuous nonlinear dynamic systems with an unknown structure
(black box type) with one input and one output can
be represented as the next Volterra series:

where:
x(t) and y(t) – respectively, the input and output
signals of the system;
wn (I1,..., In ) – multidimensional weight function
of the n-th order (n = 1,2,3, ...), symmetric with respect to real variables 1,…, n function;
w0(t) – free member of the series, with zero initial conditions w0 (t)K0;
t – current time.
The series (2) with zero initial conditions can be
written in abbreviated form:

[t0, T],

t0, T – respectively, the initial and final moments of
the interval of observation of the object.
The dynamic object operator can be specified in various forms. Often, the object operator is
defined as a system of differential equations expressing in an implicit form the relationship between the
input and output variables of the object. Another
and, in most cases, the most convenient form of describing the dynamic properties of an object is the
representation of the relation between its input and
ISSN 2617-4316 (Print)
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where:
yn [x(t)] = yn(t) – n-th partial component of the
response system.
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Development of methods for constructing
nonlinear dynamic models based on integer series
based on input-output measurements
Building a model (identification) of a dynamic
object from experimental data – determining the parameters and structure of the mathematical model
that provide the best match for the output coordinates of the model and the object for the same input
effects.
A practical way to check the degree of efficiency of building a mathematical model is to compare and numerically evaluate the reactions of a real
object and a model obtained by feeding their inputs
of the same signal.
In solving the problem of identification, identification criteria play an important role. In most cases, the criterion of the minimum root-mean-square
error is used.

where:
k – the number of reports on the observation time interval;
wt – reference values of multidimensional
weight function;
ŵ t – evaluation values of the multidimensional
weight function obtained as a result of processing
experimental data (system responses) at discrete
points in time t.
Thus, the main task is to restore the dynamic
characteristics of the system based on measurements
of the responses of the system to specially selected
test signals.
Building a model of a nonlinear dynamic system in the form of a MTF consists in choosing the
type of test actions x(t)and developing an algorithm
that would allow for measured responses y(t) allocate partial components yn [ x(t )] and determine
based on their multidimensional weight functions
wn( 1,…, n), n=1,2,…
Using step test signals
If the test signal x(t) is the single function + (t)
(Heaviside step function), then the solution of (2) is
the first-order transition function and the diagonal
)
sections of the n-th order hn (t ,..., t )
( n = 2, N ).
To determine the subdiagonal cross sections of
transition functions of the n-th order (nN2) of nonISSN 2617-4316 (Print)
ISSN 2663-7723 (Online)

linear dynamic systems, it is tested using n test step
signals with given amplitudes and different intervals
between signals. With the appropriate processing of
the responses, we obtain the subdiagonal cross sections of n – dimensional transition functions
hn (t - -1,…, t - -n), which represent the n – dimensional integrals of the n-th order kernels
wn (-1,…, - n)

Definition of cross sections of n – dimensional
transition functions for nonlinear dynamic systems
with one input and one output in the case when test
actions are the sum of k (k=1, 2,…, n) step signals
(i = 1, 2, …, k), with a time shift t on 1, ..., k, for
nonlinear dynamic systems with one input and one
output, the estimate of the nth order transition characteristic is performed according to expression [31]:

where:
yˆ n (t , 1 ,..., n ) – estimation of the n-th partial
component of the response the diagnostic object at
the time t, obtained as a result of processing the experimental data, under the action of a multi-step signal at its input with amplitude a; and if
=1
i
(i =1,2, …, n), then the test action contains a stepped
signal with a shift by i, otherwise, with i = 0 – it
does not contain it.
Development of a method for constructing a
nonlinear dynamic model of the cutting process
using stepped test signals
The method of constructing models of states of
radiation sources on the basis of indirect measurements by using multi-stage test signals on the cutting
system is implemented in the following sequence:
Step 1. Formation of periodic stucco effects on
the cutting system xk = kOP (t), where k = 1, 2,..., n is
the number of stages with an amplitude multiple of
/. The need for multiple step load on the cutting system due to its non-linearity. The formation of stepped
exposures xk is realized in the form of a series of CT
inserts into the workpiece (within the allowance to be
removed at this technological transition).
Step 2. Registration of the response of the cutting system yk(t) to stepwise impacts xk.
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Step 3. Building the information model h(t) in
the form of MTF by expression (6) based on the received responses yk (t).
A block diagram of the organization of the

“input-output” experiment with step loads (steps 1
and 2) for obtaining primary diagnostic information
is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the organization of the “input-output” experiment within the framework of the
task of diagnosing the cutting process with periodic shock loads:
1 – blank; 2 – CT (cutter); 3 – cutter holder; 4 – indirect control sensor

Fig. 2. View of the processing zone of the work
piece with a stepped control signal
Experimental implementation of the method of
indirect control of the states of the CT by means of
stepwise influences on the cutting system was carried
out on a universal milling machine mod. 675P. A
control signal with different amplitudes of the cutting
depth s = kOP (t), specified by the diagnostic signal
generator, is used as an input step signal. As a result
of the action of the stepped control signal in the work
piece 1, the cutter 2 is cut out in the work piece 1, and
the tool grooves are machined. View of the processing zone of the work piece is shown in Fig. 2.
The response of the cutting system is recorded
by the measuring device (control sensor) SC and
stored in the database (DB). Signals fo (t) and fs (t) are
added to the response of the system - interference
from the cutting process and the sensor, respectively.
The formation of the test pulse (GDS) loading
of the cutting system can be realized by sequential
plunging (loading – unloading CP) of the CT into
the workpiece with depths of cutting s1, s2 (s1 < s2,
where s is the cutting depth due to allowance, timed
on this technological transition). The cutting speed V,
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feed S, cutting time T are constant. The variable is the
active length of the cutting edge of the diagnosed CT.
A series of cuts with a variable feed can be proposed as the second loading scheme of a CT, a series
of cuts with a variable duration can be used as the
third scheme.
This paper discusses the operation of face milling. With tool wear, the cutting forces and, accordingly, the amplitudes of the system responses
change, which can be used to estimate the residual
life of the mill.
Indirect control sensor 4, as an element of the
automated control system for the electric drive of the
milling machine [32; 33] measures the output signal
– the active power of the asynchronous main-motion
electric motor W.
In Fig. 3 shows the input control signal (depth
of cut s, mm) in the form of steps with two amplitudes.
In Fig. 4 shows the output signal: oscillogram
of the change in the active power of the asynchronous electric motor of the main motion W, kW,
which reflects two jumps corresponding to two step
effects on the milling cutter.
In this example, the cutting system response
contains high-frequency noise. Recently, approaches
based on wavelet transform have been increasingly
used to eliminate them. These approaches have advantages in comparison with filters based on the
Fourier transform, since they allow to effectively
eliminating localized interference, which filtering
using the Fourier transform is inefficient due to the
use of the basis of infinitely oscillating functions
[34].
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Fig. 3. The input signal corresponding to a stepwise increase in the depth of cut
(on the abscissa axis – processing time t, s; on the axis of ordinates – depth s, mm)

Fig. 4. The response of the cutting system in the form of – changes in the active
power of the cutting process W, kW in time t, s

Noise suppression is usually achieved by removing high-frequency components from the signal
spectrum, which is an additive mixture of the information component obtained as a result of processing
the responses and noise due to the inaccuracy of the
measuring apparatus [35]. With respect to wavelet
expansions this can be implemented directly removing detailing coefficients of high frequency levels.
By setting a certain threshold for their level, and cutting off the detail coefficients by it, it is possible to
reduce the noise level.
The wavelet transform of the signal y(t) – leads
to the family of functions C(a,b), where a is the
t b
scale and b is the position. In turn: where
a
– is the family of wavelet functions, R is the set of
real numbers, and a R /{0}, b R .
Known classes of discrete orthogonal wavelets,
such as Haar, Daubechies, Symlets, Coiflets, BiorSplines, Dmeyer, are effectively used in practice to
remove noise in signals. In this paper, in order to
increase the computational stability of deterministic
identification methods, noise reduction (smoothing)
procedures are applied to the resulting responses
ISSN 2617-4316 (Print)
ISSN 2663-7723 (Online)

based on wavelet transform using a Coiflet wavelet
of order 4 [34].
In Fig. 5 presents the results of filtering the response of the cutting system based on wavelet transforms. This signal is used further to identify the
states of the cutting system.
The construction of the information model h(t)
in the form of MTF is carried out using the obtained
responses y(t) (time interval t [4; 8] on Fig. 5) and
based on the expression (6).
The results of identifying a test nonlinear
dynamic system using step signals — estimates of
the first order transition function h1(t), and the diagonal cross section of the second order transition
function h2(t,t) are presented as graphs in Fig. 6.
Using a nonlinear dynamic model of the cutting process in the tasks of cutting tool diagnostics
Using the considered method of constructing a
nonlinear dynamic model of the cutting process,
models were constructed using a cutting tool belonging to different classes of states 61 and 62.
In Fig. 7 presents the estimates of the first-order
transition function

V

for the cutting
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process using the CT belonging to different classes
of states 61 and 62.
In Fig. 8 presents the estimates of the secondorder transition function

V

the cutting process using CT belonging to different
classes of states 61 and 62.

for

Fig. 5. Filtering the response of the CS: changing the active power of the cutting process W, kW in time t, s

Fig. 6. The results of the identification of the test
non-linear dynamic system using step signals
(on the abscissa axis – processing time t, s, on
the axis of ordinates – active power of the
cuttinprocess W, kW)

Fig. 8. Estimates for the first order transition
V
for the CT beloning
functions
to the classes of states 61 and 62 (on the abscissa
axis – processing time t, s, on the axis of ordinates –
active power of the cutting process W, kW)
The deterministic approach to classifying CT
states according to a linear model (Fig. 7), represented by an estimate of the first order transition
functions

V

, is difficult because the

V
for the 61 and 62 state
functions
classes form overlapping regions [36].
At the same time, the transition functions of the

Fig. 7. Estimates for the first order transition
functions
V
for the CT belonging to
the classes of states 61 and 62 (on the abscissa axis
– processing time t, s, on the axis of ordinates – active power of the cutting process W, kW)
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V
contain a
second order
greater diagnostic value – they carry more information about the state of the CT (belonging to one of
the classes of states W1 and W2).
Conclusions and prospects for further research
As a result, the work successfully solved the
problem of constructing a nonlinear dynamic model
of the cutting process, obtained on the basis of the
input – output experiment data using test pulse ef121
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fects on the cutting system. The resulting model
adequately reflects the state of the cutting tool according to the results of indirect measurements and
can be used in diagnostics tasks.
In the process of solving the problem of constructing a non-linear dynamic model of the cutting
process, the following results were obtained.
1. The choice of an information model for describing nonlinear dynamic systems based on integral non-parametric dynamic models in the form of
multidimensional transition functions is substantiated. The main advantages of using integral nonparametric dynamic models in diagnostic tasks are
the ability to simultaneously take into account the
nonlinear and inertial properties of systems, describe
faults caused both by changes in system parameters
and its structure, as well as ease of use in test and
functional diagnostics .
2. A block diagram of the organization of the
“input-output” experiment is proposed within the
framework of the task of diagnosing the state of the
tool under impulse effects on the cutting system.
3. A method for constructing a nonlinear dynamic model of the cutting process on the basis of
indirect measurements using test pulse effects on the
cutting system and recording system responses has
been developed. After processing the received responses, an information model of the cutting system
is constructed in the form of multidimensional transition functions. Unlike diagnostic methods using
technical vision systems, this method makes it possible to increase the efficiency of building an information model of the cutting process and the reliability of diagnosing the cutting tool.
4. A computational experiment confirms the advantages of using information models in the form of
multidimensional transition functions in problems of
diagnosing the states of cutting tools. It has been established that multi-dimensional second-order transition functions have a greater diagnostic value and can
be used as a source of primary data in the construction of automated technical diagnostics systems.
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H<5T<5 6 H<_bP<XWVd WXYVWXZW<Z 5VWO\V]X_6<Z \<5XYV
HP<^X__O PX`OWVa 5Ya 5VOMW<_bVP<IOWVa
_<_b<aWVZ VW_bP4\XWb<I
. FMQQbMOWSTMNOQK GQGRYXXGQOS SQ]GJPHGTMXSK OYGWSS SXOYIWMJPXo[ WKLGT T ]WSVJMLXo[ HMLM^M[ SLYXOS_SVM`SS XYJSXYaXo[ LSXMbS^YQVS[ QSQOYb LJK LSMIXGQOSWGTMXSK QGQOGKXSa WYc\jS[ SXQOW\bYXOGT. dRGQXGTMXo ]YWQ]YVOSTo WMHWMRGOVS bYOGLM G`YXVS QGQOGKXSa WYc\jS[ SXQOW\bYXOGT XM GQXGTY VGQTYXXo[ SHbYWYXSa Q SQ]GJPHGTMXSYb
SXOYIWMJPXo[ XY]MWMbYOWS^YQVS[ LSXMbS^YQVS[ bGLYJYa, ]GQOWGYXXo[ XM RMHY pVQ]YWSbYXOMJPXo[ LMXXo[ «T[GL–To[GL»
]WS SQ]GJPHGTMXSS OYQOGTo[ Sb]\JPQXo[ TGHLYaQOTSa XM QSQOYb\ WYHMXSK. hMVGa ]GL[GL ]GHTGJKYO ]GToQSOP G]YWMOSTXGQOP LSMIXGQOSWGTMXSK HM Q^YO \bYXPkYXSK GRqYbM To^SQJYXSa, M OMVcY, LGQOGTYWXGQOP LSMIXGHM HM Q^YO GLXGTWYbYXXGIG \^YOM XYJSXYaXo[ S SXYW`SGXXo[ QTGaQOT QSQOYbo T SXOYIWMJPXo[ XY]MWMbYOWS^YQVS[ LSXMbS^YQVS[ bGLYJK[. lWGbY
OGIG, WMQQbMOWSTMYboY bGLYJS Q]GQGRXo G]SQoTMOP XYSQ]WMTXGQOS, ToHTMXXoY VMV SHbYXYXSYb ]MWMbYOWGT QSQOYbo,
OMV S YY QOW\VO\Wo, M OMVcY bGI\O SQ]GJPHGTMOPQK ]WS OYQOGTGb S _\XV`SGXMJPXGb LSMIXGQOSWGTMXSS.
FMHWMRGOMX bYOGL ]GQOWGYXSK SX_GWbM`SGXXo[ bGLYJYa QGQOGKXSa WYc\jS[ SXQOW\bYXOGT XM GQXGTY VGQTYXXo[
SHbYWYXSa Q SQ]GJPHGTMXSYb OYQOGTo[ Sb]\JPQXo[ TGHLYaQOTSa XM QSQOYb\ WYHMXSK T TSLY XMIW\HGV Q \LMWMbS S WYISQOWM`SS GOVJSVGT QSQOYbo, XM GQXGTY VGOGWo[ QOWGKOQK SX_GWbM`SGXXoY bGLYJS T TSLY bXGIGbYWXo[ ]YWY[GLXo[ _\XV`Sa.
rWYLJGcYXM QOW\VO\WXMK Q[YbM GWIMXSHM`SS pVQ]YWSbYXOM «T[GL-To[GL» T WMbVM[ HMLM^S LSMIXGQOSWGTMXSK QGQOGKXSK SXQOW\bYXOM T \QJGTSK[ Sb]\JPQXo[ TGHLYaQOTSa XM QSQOYb\ WYHMXSK LJK ]GJ\^YXSK ]YWTS^XGa LSMIXGQOS^YQVGa
SX_GWbM`SS. FMQQbGOWYXo Q]GQGRo _GWbSWGTMXSK OYQOGTo[ Sb]\JPQXo[ XMIW\cYXSa QSQOYbo WYHMXSK ]\OYb ]GQJYLGTMOYJPXGIG TWYHMXSK WYc\jYIG SXQOW\bYXOM T HMIGOGTV\ Q WMHJS^XobS IJ\RSXMbS WYHMXSK, Q ]YWYbYXXGa ]GLM^Ya WYHMXSK S Q
]YWYbYXXGa LJSOYJPXGQOPN WYHMXSK.
no^SQJSOYJPXoa pVQ]YWSbYXO LYbGXQOWSW\YO ]WYSb\jYQOTM SX_GWbM`SGXXo[ bGLYJYa T TSLY bXGIGbYWXo[ ]YWY[GLXo[ _\XV`Sa LJK bGLYJSWGTMXSK XYJSXYaXo[ LSXMbS^YQVS[ QSQOYb T HMLM^M[ LSMIXGQOSWGTMXSK QGQOGKXSa WYc\jS[
SXQOW\bYXOGT. sQOMXGTJYXG, ^OG bXGIGbYWXoY ]YWY[GLXoY _\XV`SS TOGWGIG ]GWKLVM bGI\O SQ]GJPHGTMOPQK T VM^YQOTY p__YVOSTXGIG SQOG^XSVM ]YWTS^Xo[ LMXXo[ ]WS ]GQOWGYXSS MTOGbMOSHSWGTMXXo[ QSQOYb OY[XS^YQVGIG LSMIXGQOSWGTMXSK.
!
: XYJSXYaXoY LSXMbS^YQVSY QSQOYbo; bXGIGbYWXoY ]YWY[GLXoY _\XV`SS; SLYXOS_SVM`SK; SX_GWbM`SGXXoY bGLYJS; OY[XS^YQVMK LSMIXGQOSVM
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